Working Presa Canario Association
Obedience Title
This is to see how much control and training you have on your dog
* Handler/Dog will be known as TEAM
** All test maybe performed by Intact and Sterilized Dogs

OBT I ALL ON LEASH OBEDIENCE PORTION
** Minimum age 9months **
Long down with owner in site for 1 minute
EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
3 or 4 foot leash
flat collar or fur saver
This test is based on 50 points, a minimum of 40 to achieve in order to pass this test.
Additionally each dog will be evaluated with regard to its temperament. Any dog may not
test more than once on any given day.
Heeling with gun fire
Starting position dog in a sit or down
Heel 20 paces with sit continue heeling 20 paces
Left turn 20 paces
About Turn / U Turn 30 paces, gunshot is fired
Right turn, down position with a stay (not an immediate stop, can take 3 steps)
Handler walks 30 paces, turns faces dog & recall to frontal or heel position
Right turn 30 paces heading to crowd
Figure 8 around two different people with stop in center of crowd
10 paces out of crowd to finish point with a sit finish
OBEDIENCE I POINTS 50 (passing minimum 40)
Heeling w/ gun fire - 20
Heeling through crowd - 15
Down w/ recall - 5
Long down in site - 10
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OBT II OFF LEASH OBEDIENCE PORTION
** Minimum age 12 months **
Long down with owner out of site for 1 minute
Obedience will be done without leash, leash can be put around your body, in pocket or
given to Stewart
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
Flat collar or Fur saver
This test is based on 50 points, a minimum of 40 points is archived in order to pass this
test. Additionally each dog will be evaluated with regard to its temperament. Any dog
may not test more than once on any given day.
HEELING PATTERN
Starting position dog in sit or down position
Heel 20 paces with sit continue heeling 20 paces
Left turn 20 paces while a person with garbage can lids banging them
About Turn or U Turn 30 paces
Right turn, down position with a stay
Handler leaves dog and walks around to other side of Jump (3 feet height of jump)
Handler recalls dog over jump, dog back to handler to a frontal or heeling position sit
Right turn 20 paces heading to crowd
Heeling in a moving crowd, handler and dog must make 3 figure 8s around folks in
crowd while crowd is walking around (dog must not shy, flea or bite)
Handler and dog heel out of moving crowd 10 paces finish point (dog must sit)
OBEDIENCE POINTS 50 (Passing minimum 40)
Heeling - 15
Heeling through crowd - 15
Down recall over Jump - 10
Long down out of sight - 10
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